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Current-Lead Design for Variable Electric Current
in HTS Power Applications

Min Jee Kim, Kwang-Lok Kim, Haigun Lee, and Ho-Myung Chang

Abstract—A systematic design method is developed for current
leads in practical HTS power systems, where the electric current
varies considerably with time. If the current leads are designed on
a basis of projected peak current, the conductors may be thermally
safe, but must yield an additional cooling load which could be re-
duced if the lower current level had been considered. On the other
hand, the conductor can be optimally sized to minimize the cooling
load if a projected current model is given as function of time. But
this design causes an overheating of conductor when the current is
excessive. This paper presents a quantitative design process of con-
strained optimization by considering thermal safety and cooling
efficiency at the same time. The conductor dimensions are deter-
mined to minimize the cooling load with a constraint that the peak
temperature should not exceed a given allowed maximum. Based
on Wiedemann-Franz approximation, a simple and useful formula
is used to explicitly calculate the peak temperature. A step-by-step
process of the constrained optimization is presented and demon-
strated with examples.

Index Terms—Cooling, current lead, HTS power application.

I. INTRODUCTION

C URRENT leads are the main source of cooling load in
high temperature superconductor (HTS) power devices,

such as transmission cable, fault current limiter, or power trans-
former. In order to reduce the thermal load, a variety of lead
design methods have been successfully developed over decades
[1]–[6]. It was also reported that the well-known optimization
theory for “conduction-cooled” leads may be closely applicable
to zero boil-off HTS systems continuously refrigerated by a cry-
ocooler [5], [6]. The key point of this optimization is to de-
termine the conductor dimensions such that Joule heating and
thermal conduction are balanced for a given level of electrical
current. In practical HTS power systems installed at transmis-
sion grid, however, the current level may vary considerably with
time, depending on the energy demand.

There have been reports on current lead design for variable
electric current. Gavrilin and Keilin [7] proposed an optimized
vapor-cooled leads for a given duty cycle of magnet that has a
scheduled idle period. Recently, Chang and Kim [8] presented a
complete optimization theory of conduction-cooled leads for ar-
bitrary current function. The paper showed that if the current is
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Fig. 1. Three examples of typical annual current variation to explain why
cooling efficiency and thermal safety should be considered in lead design.

given as a function of time over a period, there exists a unique
optimal condition in conductor dimensions to achieve a min-
imum in the total cooling load for the period, and a simple and
reasonably accurate design formula was derived.

For practical lead design, however, an additional issue is
raised on the optimization—thermal safety. The optimized lead
based only on cooling load may cause a problem of overheating,
if the current fluctuation is huge. For example, Fig. 1 shows
three cases of typical annual current variation. The electric
current is rather steady in CASE 1 (e.g. in industrial area), but
reaches a sharp summer peak in CASE 3 (e.g. due to heavy air
conditioning load in metropolitan or residential area). Since the
averaged current levels in three cases are nearly the same, the
optimal conductor dimensions are the same according to the
theory in [8]. But in CASE 3, the conductor temperature of the
optimized lead may rise to a dangerous level at the peak current.
It is therefore reasonable to determine the dimensions such that
the conductor temperature should not exceed a safe limit, even
though the cooling load may be greater than the minimum.

As a next step of the previous optimization theory [8], this
study intends to develop a systematic lead design method in con-
sideration of cooling efficiency and thermal safety at the same
time. The design goal is to determine the conductor dimensions
that minimize the cooling load with a constraint of allowed max-
imum temperature.

II. DESIGN THEORY

A. Summary of Previous Work

It was reported by Chang and Kim [8] that the Wiedemann-
Franz model is simple and reasonably accurate for current leads
at liquid nitrogen temperature and for common materials such
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Fig. 2. Notations and temperature profiles of a conduction-cooled current lead.

as copper or copper alloys. When two end temperatures of leads
are fixed at (cold end) and (warm end), and the length
and cross-sectional area of conductor are given as shown in
Fig. 2, the optimal current is

(1)

and the minimum cooling load at the cold end is

(2)

where and are the Lorenz number and thermal conductivity
of conductor, respectively.

Current leads are called under “over-current” operation or
“under-current” operation, if the actual current is larger or
smaller than the optimum, respectively. In either case, the
instantaneous cooling load can be expressed as

(3)

For any given , total or accumulated cooling load is
obtained by integrating (3) over a period of time, .

(4)
The optimal to yield the absolute minimum can be
found directly from .

(5)

The derivation of these formulas was presented in the previous
work [8], and the results are used in this design process.

B. Peak Temperature

During over-current, there is an overshoot in temperature pro-
file as Fig. 2, and we need an expression to calculate the peak

temperature . For an infinitesimal control volume in Fig. 2,
energy balance can be written as

(6)

by combining the Wiedemann-Franz and Fourier conduction
laws. (6) is integrated from to as

(7)

Since the temperature gradient at the peak is zero or ,
(7) is rearranged with (3) to

(8)
which is a new formula to calculate the peak temperature for any
current and dimensional factor . It is recalled that (8)
is valid only in over-current, and can be simplified to
if the current is optimal as (1).

C. Development of Design Concept

In order to develop the design concept of considering the
cooling efficiency and thermal safety at the same time, and

are calculated with (3) and (8) for copper with
[9], and plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of for various values
of . The dotted line in Fig. 3(a) indicated by “Optimal Cur-
rent” is the locus of local minimum of curves as the border line
of over-current and under-current regions.

Four different values of are considered in CASE 2
of Fig. 1. In , is 16.3 , which is

taken from (1) with 2 kA (the peak value). As indicated by an
arrow in Fig. 3, the load is always in under-current region and

is 300 K at all times. In and , is 19.6 and
23.1 , and the corresponding optimal current is 1.67 kA
and 1.42 kA, respectively. With these values, the cooling load is
partly in under-current region and partly in over-current region,
and reaches to 310 K and 343 K, respectively. In , is
27.2 , which is taken from (1) with 1.2 kA (the minimum).
In this case, the load is always in over-current region, and
reaches 429 K.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) are plots of and as a function of
time over a year for the four cases, as calculated with (3) and
(8). When is relatively small , and do not
change considerably according to the current variation, because
the thermal conduction is dominant over Joule heating. On the
other hand, when is relatively large , they fluctuate
extensively according to the current variation, because Joule
heating is dominant over the thermal conduction.

III. CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION

A. Constraint for Thermal Safety

For thermal safety, an allowed maximum temperature
is imposed as a design constraint. The peak temperature from
(8) with the optimal should satisfy the condition

(9)
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Fig. 3. Instantaneous cooling load and peak temperature as a function of length
to area ratio for various values of current (Cu, ��� � ��, � � ��� �, and
� � �� �).

If (9) is not satisfied with the optimal from (5), the value
of should be determined such that (4) is minimized under
the constraint (9). This constrained optimization is simpler than
it appears, because (4) is always a monotonically decreasing
function of in this situation. As a result, can be found
directly from (8) by letting and . Since
(8) is an implicit equation of , the solution should be found
with a numerical scheme.

To continue the quantitative discussion of previous section,
the total cooling load is calculated with (4) for CASE 2 in Fig. 1
and a number of values, and the results are plotted as a
function of with the corresponding peak temperature in
Fig. 5. Noting that is equal to the area under each curve in
Fig. 4(a), the cooling load has minimum in . For example,
the safety constraint is given as , (9) is satisfied
in , and is finally determined as 23.1 . However,
if the constraint is more severely imposed as ,

does not meet (9) and the design point should be , where
, as can be calculated by (8) with

and . It is noted that the saving of in comparison

Fig. 4. Instantaneous cooling load and peak temperature over a year for four
values of length to area ratio for CASE 2 in Fig. 1.

Fig. 5. Total cooling load for a year as a function of length-to-area ratio to
determine the conductor dimensions under the given allowable maximum tem-
perature for the three cases in Fig. 1.

with is 0.05 MWh (9.0%) or 0.04 MWh
(6.8%) .
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Fig. 6. Flowchart of design process of constrained optimization.

B. Design Process

The developed design process of constrained optimization is
summarized as a flowchart in Fig. 6. To start the process, the
current variation and the allowed maximum temperature

should be given. The current function should be modeled
with a basis of projected power consumption data at the point of
grid where the HTS power system is installed. The allowed max-
imum temperature may be selected in the range 300 350 K,
depending upon local weather condition, thermal durability of
insulation materials, design safety factor and so on.

Next step is to determine the optimal length-to-area ratio by
(5) and the corresponding peak temperature by (8). If the peak
temperature is less than the allowed maximum, the optimal ratio
is taken as a design value. If not, the length-to-area ratio is calcu-
lated again by (8) with the allowed maximum temperature and
the maximum current level. The cooling load is finally estimated
by (4).

The conductor material is another issue in lead design. The
same process can be repeated for different materials, including
copper with a variety of RRR values and brass with different
zinc compositions. Even though copper is generally superior to
brass in minimizing the cooling load, the opposite may be true
when the thermal safety constraint is severely imposed.

IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES

A. Example 1

Current leads are designed for an HTS device to be installed
in an industrial area, where the current variation is relatively
small over a year. Thermal safety constraint is assumed keen.

B. Example 2

Current leads are designed for an HTS device to be installed
in a metropolitan area, where the air-conditioning load of of-
fice and residence buildings is very heavy in summer. Thermal
safety constraint is assumed less severe.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The current-lead design to simultaneously consider the
cooling efficiency and thermal safety is developed as optimiza-
tion subject to a constraint. For any given current variation, the
minimum cooling load and peak temperature can be estimated
with the Wiedemann-Franz approximation for material proper-
ties. If the calculated peak temperature is lower than its given
allowed maximum, the conductor dimensions should be deter-
mined to yield the minimum load. Otherwise, the conductor
dimensions should be recalculated so as to satisfy the allowed
maximum.
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